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We have developed and investigated a dipole interaction model for calculating the polarizability of
molecular clusters. The model has been parametrized from the frequency-dependent molecular
polarizability as obtained from quantum chemical calculations for a series of 184 aliphatic,
aromatic, and heterocyclic compounds. A damping of the interatomic interaction at short distances
is introduced in such a way as to retain a traceless interaction tensor and a good description of the
damping over a wide range of interatomic distances. By adopting atomic polarizabilities in addition
to atom-type parameters describing the damping and the frequency dependence, respectively, the
model is found to reproduce the molecular frequency-dependent polarizability tensor calculated
with ab initio methods. A study of the polarizability of four dimers has been carried out: the
hydrogen fluoride, methane, benzene, and urea dimers. We find in general good agreement between
the model and the quantum chemical results over a wide range of intermolecular distances. To
demonstrate the power of the model, the polarizability has been calculated for a linear chain of urea
molecules with up to 300 molecules and one- and two-dimensional clusters of C60 with up to 25
molecules. Substantial intermolecular contributions are found for the polarizability anisotropy,
whereas the effects are small for the mean polarizability. For the mean polarizability of C60 , we find
good agreement between the model and experiments both in the case of an isolated molecule and in
a comparison of a planar cluster of 25 C60 molecules with experimental results on thin films.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1433747#
I. INTRODUCTION
The design of new carbon-based materials for potential
use in optoelectronic and photonic devices is of great tech-
nological importance. These new materials will lead to a new
generation of information technology where optical methods
are the basis for rapid communication processes.1–3 One
promising class of materials is the so-called molecular mate-
rials, i.e., materials consisting of molecular entities. The op-
tical response properties of this class of materials are to a
large extent governed by the properties of the individual
molecules and to some extent by the interactions with the
neighboring molecules. Therefore, understanding the re-
sponse properties of the bulk materials, the molecular re-
sponse properties and the perturbations caused by environ-
mental interactions are needed in order to achieve an
efficient procedure for designing optical molecular materials
at the atomistic level.1,4–9 From a theoretical point of view,
the molecular response to an external electromagnetic field is
calculated most efficiently by applying quantum chemical
response theory.10 Accurate quantum chemical calculations
of molecular properties can, however, only be carried out for
rather small molecules due to the large requirements of com-
puter resources. Furthermore, the use of conventional density
functional theory, which in general gives improved accuracy
over the Hartree–Fock approximation at a similar or lower
computational cost, gives relatively poor results for nonlin-
ear optical properties of large conjugated molecular
chains.11,12 Therefore, for large molecules and assemblies of
molecules, modeling is currently restricted to less sophisti-
cated methods.
The isotropic part of the molecular polarizability is to a
good extent an additive property, indicating that the polariz-
ability can be calculated from a sum of transferable atomic or
bond contributions. However, perfect additivity can only oc-
cur if the subunits are noninteracting, which obviously is not
the case for atoms in molecules. Therefore, as pointed out by
Silberstein,13 the molecular polarizability is not additive un-
less the chemical environment of each atom is considered in
detail. The chemical environment was first introduced by us-
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ing bond polarizability models,14,15 which were quite suc-
cessful in reproducing the static mean polarizability ~the iso-
tropic part of the polarizability tensor! of alkanes.15 Different
methods using the additivity concept have also been
proposed16–18 and these models are in general successful in
reproducing the molecular mean polarizability. Recently, the
additivity model was adopted for the static polarizability ten-
sors of organic molecules19,20 and also for both the static and
frequency-dependent polarizability tensors of halogen de-
rivatives of benzene21 using atomic polarizability tensor ele-
ments. However, since the molecular polarizability is a ten-
sor, also the atomic contributions have to be tensors in an
additive model leading to a larger number of parameters to
be determined.
A more elaborate model, but yet very simple compared
with quantum chemical calculations, is the dipole interaction
model of Applequist et al.22–24 based on the early work of
Silberstein.13,25,26 In the interaction model, the atoms of a
molecule in an external field interact by means of their
atomic induced dipole moments according to classical elec-
trostatics. Even if the atomic parameters are isotropic polar-
izabilities, an anisotropy of the molecular polarizability is
introduced by the electric fields from the surrounding atoms.
An important extension of the interaction model was to in-
clude overlap effects on the internal electric fields,27–29 i.e.,
the electric field at the nucleus is damped. In particular, the
model of Thole28 has turned out to be successful in predict-
ing the molecular polarizability tensor using model atomic
polarizability parameters independent of the chemical envi-
ronment of the atom. Thole’s model has recently been inves-
tigated in more detail30–35 and also extended to include atom-
type damping parameters and the treatment of the frequency-
dependent polarizability tensor.34,35
However, despite the success of the Thole model, a
problem arises from the introduction of the damping term
into the interaction tensor. The modification of the interac-
tion tensor leads to a tensor which, in contrast to the un-
damped tensor, is not traceless. In addition, the most prom-
ising damping function suggested by Thole28 is not
continuous. This discontinuity may give problems at small
intermolecular distances and is therefore not suitable for in-
vestigating intermolecular interactions.33
In this study, we present a way of introducing a damping
of the interaction tensor which preserves the traceless prop-
erty of the interaction tensor. The formulas will in principle
be valid for all terms of the interaction tensor in the multi-
pole expansion. Furthermore, the way that atom-type damp-
ing parameters are introduced is given a more firm theoreti-
cal base than the more ad hoc approach adopted previously.
Both in the additivity and interaction models, the model
atomic ~or bond! polarizabilities are fitted to the molecular
polarizabilities of a trial set of molecules. Therefore, the
quality of the data in the trial set will affect the accuracy and
the actual values of the model parameters. In particular, ex-
perimental molecular polarizabilities also include zero-point
vibrational and pure vibrational contributions that most prob-
ably are not negligible.36–38 It is therefore preferred to use
quantum chemical calculations of molecular electronic polar-
izabilities for the parametrization. Here, we extend the set of
aromatic and aliphatic molecules employed previously34 to
also include heteromonocyclic compounds containing B, N,
and C atoms and we parametrize the model from ab initio
frequency-dependent molecular polarizabilities. The ob-
tained model will be used to study the interaction polarizabil-
ity of four dimers, the HF, methane, benzene, and urea
dimers. Since the aim of the work is to treat large molecular
assemblies, we also present results for one-dimensional urea
chains with up to 300 molecules and for one- and two-
dimensional C60 clusters with up to 25 molecules. To our
knowledge, this is the first theoretical study of the polariz-
ability of C60 clusters and it gives the possibility of compar-
ing with the polarizability obtained from experiment on thin
films. The additional boron parameters are used in a separate
work on boron nitride nanotubes.39
II. THE DIPOLE INTERACTION MODEL
Considering a set of N interacting atomic polarizabilities,
the atomic induced dipolc moment, mp
ind
, due to an external
electric field, Eext, is given by
mp ,a




~2 ! mq ,g
ind D , ~1!
where Tpq ,bg










In Eq. ~1! the Einstein summation convention for repeated
indices has been employed, and it is used throughout this





Bpq ,ab , ~3!
where B is the relay matrix defined in a supermatrix notation
as
B5~a212T~2!!21. ~4!
If we consider two interacting atoms, p and q, the polariz-
ability parallel, a i , and perpendicular, a’ , to the axes con-









Inspection of Eqs. ~5! and ~6! shows that when r approaches
(4apaq)1/6, a i goes to infinity and it becomes negative for
even shorter distances. Thole avoided this ‘‘polarizability ca-
tastrophe’’ by modifying the dipole interaction tensor using
smeared-out dipoles.28 The interaction tensor was first re-
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where f(upq) is a spherically symmetric potential of some
model charge distribution r. Thole considered several differ-
ent forms of the charge distribution and obtained the most













where vpq5rpq /spq if rpq,spq , otherwise vpq51 and the
normal dipole interaction tensor is recovered. Thole origi-
nally defined spq5a(apaq)1/6 with a global damping param-
eter a. We recently investigated a slightly modified defini-
tion, namely spq5(FpFq)1/4 where Fp is a fitting parameter
assumed to be proportional to the atomic second-order
moment,34 thereby introducing in an ad hoc fashion atom-
type damping parameters. Here, this model will be termed
the IM-MT model, where IM denotes interaction model and
MT denotes modified Thole.
The modification of the interaction tensor in Eq. ~8!
leads to a tensor with a trace different from zero. The un-
damped interaction tensor is traceless and the importance of
this can be illustrated by considering the molecular quadru-
pole moment. The quadrupole moment is often chosen as
being traceless,40 and one reason for this is that its trace does
not contribute to the interaction energy according to classical
electrostatics. This is noticed from regarding the interaction
between a test charge and a quadrupole moment,
1/3qATAB ,ab
(2) QB ,ab and adding a small contribution D to each
of the diagonal components of QB ,ab . The additional contri-
bution from D to the interaction energy is obtained as
1
3qAD~TAB ,xx
~2 ! 1TAB ,yy
~2 ! 1TAB ,zz
~2 ! !, ~9!
which normally is zero because TAB ,ab
(2) is traceless. The non-
traceless tensor will in principle not give wrong polarizabil-
ities, but the choice will affect the obtained values of the
fitted parameters. However, in order to retain the property of
T (2) as being traceless, we introduce the damping in a differ-
ent way. In particular, this will be of importance if the inter-
action model is extended to molecular dipole–quadrupole
polarizabilities and dipole–dipole hyperpolarizabilities. For
example, the leading term to an interaction model for the first
hyperpolarizability, b, arises from an atomic dipole–
quadrupole hyperpolarizability,41 and includes normally a
traceless definition of the quadrupole moment. However, the
traceless definition of the quadrupole moment has been criti-
cized because some electromagnetic observables apparently
become origin-dependent for this choice of definition.42
Damping may be included by modifying the distance rpq
to obtain a scaled distance, spq ,
spq5vpqrpq5 f ~rpq!, ~10!
where vpq is a scaling factor and f (rpq) is an appropriately
chosen function of rpq . Furthermore, if each component of
rpq also is scaled by vpq , the reduced distance becomes
spq5Aspq ,aspq ,a5vpqArpq ,arpq ,a5vpqrpq , ~11!
which is consistent with the definition in Eq. ~10!. The inter-
action tensor can thus be obtained from
Tpq ,a1flan
~n ! 5„a1fl„anS 1spqD , ~12!
which is equivalent to replacing rpq by spq and rpq ,a by spq ,a
in the regular formulas for the interaction tensor.
To derive explicit formulas for the scaling function
f (rpq) we consider the interaction between two spherical
Gaussian charge distributions with exponents Fp and Fq and







where a is the reduced exponent a5FpFq /(Fp1Fq) and
erf(Aarpq) is the regular error function. As the exponent
Aarpq tends to infinity, the error function tends to 1 and we
recover the usual expression for a point charge. This leads to





The components of the scaled distance vector, spq ,a , are






However, due to the relatively complex form of the error
function we have also investigated two approximations of
this function,45 namely
f ~rpq!5Arpq2 1 p4a ~16!
and
f ~rpq!5S rpq4 1 p216a2D
21/4
. ~17!
The approximations in Eqs. ~16! and ~17! can be realized



















To give the correct limiting behavior, the combination of
Eqs. ~18! and ~19! may lead to either Eqs. ~16! or ~17!. The
three different models will be denoted according to the scal-
ing function used i.e., IM-ERF, IM-SQRT, or IM-QDRT if,
respectively, Eqs. ~14!, ~16!, or ~17! is used. It is noted that
in particular the form of the damping in Eq. ~16! would be
efficient in molecular dynamics simulations of condensed
phases because in principle it only involves an extra addition
in the calculation of the distance.
Well below the first electronic absorption, the frequency
dependence of the molecular polarizability is often approxi-
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mated with an Unso¨ld-type of expression.6 Here we assume
that the atomic polarizability has a similar frequency
dependence,34
ap~2v;v!5ap~0;0 !3F v¯p2v¯p22v2G , ~20!
where v¯p is an atom-type parameter and v is the frequency.
III. QUANTUM CHEMICAL CALCULATION
The quantum chemical computations of frequency-
dependent polarizabilities were carried out with the DALTON
program package46 as described in Refs. 10, 47, 48 using
linear response functions at the self-consistent field ~SCF!
level. The basis set of Sadlej 49 was employed because it has
been shown previously that it gives good results for polariz-
abilities considering its limited size.21 The following fre-
quencies have been used: v~a.u.!/l~nm!50.0/‘, 0.023 89/
1907, 0.042 82/1064, and 0.0774/589 ~1 a.u.527.21 eV!. A
series of 74 molecules has been generated from four disub-
stituted six-membered heteromonocyclic compounds con-
taining B, N, and C atoms.50 The heterorings investigated
were borazine, 1,3,5-triborate, hexahydro-1,3,5-triazine, and
hexahydro-1,4-diboro-2,5-diazine where the nomenclature
used is the extended Hantzsch–Widman system.51 The ge-
ometry of the substituted heterorings were optimization at
the PM3 level with the GAUSSIAN 94 program package.52 The
set of 74 heterorings were added to the set of 113 molecules
~the original set of 115 molecules apart from the two biphe-
nyls! used in the previous study of aliphatic and aromatic
molecules.34 The geometry of the molecules in the original
set was generated adopting standard bond lengths and bond
angles taken from Refs. 53 and 54. We have not included
olephines in the trial set since in this case intramolecular
charge-transfer effects are important, and these effects cannot
be modeled on the basis of atomic polarizabilities only.55–57
It is noted that we use different kinds of molecular geom-
etries for different molecules. The obtained atomic param-
eters should, however, be independent of the choice of mo-
lecular geometry because the geometry dependence is
included explicitly in the T (2) tensor @see Eq. ~2!#. In con-
trast, for applications the choice of molecular geometries can
be crucial in the comparison of model results with experi-
mental data. A crucial test of the atomic parameters would be
to calculate polarizability derivatives and thereby Raman
scattering parameters in line with the work by Applequist
and Quicksall.23,58
The parameters describing the frequency-dependent po-
larizabilities have been optimized using the same scheme as
in Ref. 34. For the static polarizability, the rms of the differ-
ences between the quantum chemical molecular polarizabil-
ity tensors, aab ,i
QC
, and the model molecular polarizability
tensors, aab ,i
model
, is minimized as
rms5A( i51N (a ,b513 ~aab ,imodel2aab ,iQC !2N21 , ~21!
where N is the number of molecules.
The parameters describing the frequency dependence of
the molecular polarizability have been optimized by mini-
mizing
rms5A( i51N (a ,b513 @~aab ,imodel~v!2aab ,imodel~0 !!2~aab ,iQC ~v!2aab ,iQC ~0 !!#2N21 , ~22!
i.e., we parametrize the frequency dependence only and do
not attempt to correct for errors introduced in the parametri-
zation of the static polarizability.
The interaction polarizability, Da, was calculated as the
difference between the dimer polarizability and twice the
monomer polarizability as
Da5adimer22amonomer, ~23!
and for the SCF calculations on the complexes, we corrected
for basis set superposition errors by the counterpoise
method.59 Four different kinds of dimers were included in
the study. The HF dimer has a single hydrogen bond whereas
the linear urea dimer forms two hydrogen bonds. In addition,
two nonpolar complexes, the methane and benzene dimers,
are included where the attractive part of the interaction is
dominated by dispersion interactions. In the case of the ben-
zene dimer, it was arranged such that the p electrons are
perturbed, which is not the most likely orientation but it
serves as a severe test of the model. The relative orientations
of the molecules in the dimers are displayed in Fig. 1. It
should be noted that the interaction polarizabilities are often
rather small compared with the molecular polarizability and
they will therefore be critical tests of the model. The HF,
methane, and benzene molecules have been included in the
FIG. 1. Relative orientation of the four dimers.
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training-set described previously, whereas the urea molecule
was not included. The geometry of the urea molecules was
taken from Ref. 60. For the calculations on the urea chains,
the intermolecular distance between the centers of mass of
the urea molecules in the planar urea chains is 9.5 bohr,
which corresponds to the equilibrium distance of the linear
dimer.61 The structure of the C60 molecule was taken from
our previous work.35 Solid C60 exhibits a face-centered-cubic
structure with a lattice vector a0514.17 Å giving a nearest-
neighbor distance of a510.02 Å.62 The one- and two-
dimensional clusters were constructed using this nearest-
neighbor distance and the two-dimensional structure is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
IV. RESULTS
The optimized parameters describing the static polariz-
ability for the IM-MT, IM-ERF, IM-QDRT, and IM-SQRT
models are given in Table I, where also the parameters from
our previous work34 on the IM-MT model are included. A
detailed comparison with the Applequist model and the
Thole model has not been carried out here but can be found
in, e.g., Ref. 34.
For the IM-MT model, which includes the additional
heterocyclic molecules in comparison with our previous
work, we find that the inclusion of the heterocyclic mol-
ecules in the training set does not reduce the accuracy of the
model. However, the actual values of the parameters change
considerably, and in particular the damping parameters are
different. For the polarizability parameters, the largest
changes are found for aN . The reason is that all added mol-
ecules contain BN-ring systems, which means that we have
added a new type of nitrogen-containing molecule. This in-
dicates that damping is especially important for ring systems,
which is also discussed by Applequist56 in his partial neglect
of ring interactions ~PNRI! approximation for aromatic mol-
ecules. In the PNRI approximation, C is assigned an aniso-
tropic polarizability ~components parallel and perpendicular
to the ring! and interactions between carbon atoms in the
same conjugated system are neglected. The PNRI approxi-
mation is required in the Applequist model in order to get a
reasonable description of the polarizability perpendicular to
the ring in aromatic molecules.
As noticed in Table I, the values of the polarizability
parameters are lowered for the approaches included here
~IM-ERF, IM-QDRT, IM-SQRT!, but this is compensated by
modifying the damping parameters. In general, it seems like
the damping parameters are more affected by the choice of
training set, optimizing procedure, etc., than the atomic po-
larizabilities. Both the polarizability and damping parameters
are very similar for all three models as expected due to the
similarity of the damping functions. The best fit is obtained
for the simplest model, IM-SQRT, although no significant
difference between the IM-SQRT model and the IM-QDRT
model is found. Compared with the IM-MT model, the IM-
SQRT model gives an improvement of around 15%, which is
substantial considering that only the damping function has
been changed and no additional fitting parameters have been
included.
The relative mean absolute error ~mae! in the diagonal
components is also presented in Table I. It should be noted
that the rms includes both diagonal and off-diagonal compo-
FIG. 2. The two-dimensional C60 cluster with 13 molecules. The distance
between nearest molecules is a510.02 Å.
TABLE I. Atomic parameters fitted to model the static polarizability ~in a.u., 1 a.u.50.1482 Å3!.
IM-MT IM-ERF IM-QDRT IM-SQRT
Atom ap Fp apa Fpa ap Fp ap Fp ap Fp
H 2.118 1.090 1.84 2.75 1.335 0.267 1.310 0.336 1.280 0.358
B 10.612 9.475 fl fl 8.782 0.047 8.611 0.075 8.649 0.074
C 11.111 7.600 11.52 20.99 8.405 0.083 8.415 0.124 8.465 0.124
N 8.365 6.491 10.55 26.55 5.994 0.177 6.127 0.274 6.169 0.268
O 6.982 3.825 5.64 12.16 3.626 2.794 3.805 2.649 3.754 4.103
F 2.603 1.752 2.25 4.78 1.967 1.667 1.937 1.653 1.907 1.468
Cl 15.342 4.921 16.08 17.64 13.101 0.185 13.084 0.468 13.081 0.453
rmsb 6.29 6.67 5.71 5.30 5.29
maec 4.9862.98% fl 3.7162.66% 3.5062.56% 3.5562.60%
aSee Ref. 34. Fitted to 115 aliphatic and aromatic molecules.
bOptimized error, see Eq. ~21!.
cMean absolute error in diagonal components.
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nents. The IM-QDRT model gives the lowest mae but again
there is little difference between the IM-SQRT and IM-
QDRT models. The IM-SQRT is therefore expected to give
results which are within 6% of the SCF results.
If the atomic parameters are compared, it is found for the
IM-MT model that aB is slightly smaller than aC , which is
unphysical. In contrast, for the three new models aB is
slightly larger than aC . The differences are, however, small
and changes in the a parameters may be compensated by
modifying the F parameters. For the three new models, it is
also noted that in particular FO but also FF are considerably
larger than the other F parameters. This can be understood
since the damping term 1/a can be rewritten as 1/a51/Fp
11/Fq and therefore the smallest damping parameter will to
a large extent determine the damping. Even if one may re-
gard the F parameters as a measure of an atomic second
moment, it is, as already mentioned, our experience that the
actual values of the F parameters are sensitive to the opti-
mization procedure. Presently, it is therefore difficult to re-
gard the F parameters as anything else than fitting param-
eters.
In Table II, we present the parameters describing the
frequency dependence of the polarizability. As in our previ-
ous work,34 we find a significant improvement by dividing
the molecules in the training set into three groups, i.e., ali-
phatic, aromatic, and molecules containing the element B. It
is interesting that improvements were found by separating
the BN rings into its own group. It may be related to the
special electro-optic properties found for boron–nitride tubes
~see, e.g., Ref. 39 and references therein!. The rms values are
reduced by almost a factor of 2 for all three groups as com-
pared to including all molecules in one group. In general, we
find good agreement with the results from our previous
work.34 For the aliphatic molecules the largest changes are
found for the v¯N parameter. This is due to the fact that the
hexahydro-1,3,5-triazine rings have been added to this
group. The fact that the rest of the parameters are only
slightly affected illustrates the transferability of the param-
eters. In the case of the group of aromatic molecules, large
changes are found for v¯O and v¯F parameters. Since the set of
aromatic molecules employed in this work are the same as in
the previous study, the changes are due to minor differences
in the optimization routine used. The reason for this is that
v¯O and v¯F have the largest values. Therefore, they give an
almost negligible contribution to the total frequency depen-
dence of the polarizability @see Eq. ~20!# and are not very
well determined in the optimization. It is demonstrated that
the frequency dependence of the molecular polarizability for
the heterorings can also be described with atom-type param-
eters. However, for the boron group in particular the H pa-
rameter is different from the other groups. Equivalently to
the previous discussion, v¯H has become so large that it is not
contributing to the frequency dependence. Qualitatively, it
should not be expected that the electrons related to the hy-
drogen atoms contribute to the frequency dependence for
these molecules because the most important absorption band
is related to the ring structure.
A. Dimers
The interaction polarizabilities of the HF, methane, ben-
zene, and urea dimers are displayed in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. The interaction polarizability calculated with
the IM-SQRT model is compared with SCF results. For the
HF dimer ~Fig. 3!, the results of the IM-MT model are also
included in order to illustrate the discontinuous damping
function of the IM-MT model. From the discontinuity in Fig.
3, we see that in the IM-MT model there is no damping for
distances larger than 2 bohr. This is expected since the
FIG. 3. Interaction polarizability of the HF dimer in a.u. SCF results: ~h! a i
and ~3! a’ . IM-MT results: ~fl,1! a i and ~...,L! a’ , IM-SQRT results:
~---! a i and ~—! a’ . Vertical line indicates equilibrium distance taken from
Ref. 80.
TABLE II. Parameters describing the frequency dependence of molecular polarizabilities ~in a.u.!.
All molecules Aliphatic Aromatic Boron
Atom v¯p v¯pa v¯p v¯pa v¯p v¯pa v¯p
H 0.471 0.605 0.413 0.414 0.341 0.351 1.081
B 0.446 fl fl fl fl fl 0.467
C 0.541 0.445 0.784 0.714 0.447 0.396 0.596
N 0.811 0.342 0.658 0.432 0.295 0.223 0.649
O 0.386 0.561 0.493 0.430 1.773 1.339 0.408
F 0.311 0.404 0.896 0.973 1.934 1.085 1.149
Cl 0.461 0.441 0.532 0.530 0.544 0.432 0.535
rms 1.286 0.809 0.375 0.424 0.559 0.712 0.582
aTaken from Ref. 34.
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IM-MT model is optimized to reproduce damping effects at
typical bond distances for covalent bonds and not at typical
intermolecular distances. Using the IM-SQRT model im-
proves the damping greatly at short intermolecular distances
for the HF dimer. Although the discontinuity in the IM-MT
models only occurs at very short intermolecular distances, it
may still not be suitable for being used in molecular dynam-
ics simulations as discussed by Burnham et al.33 For the
other three dimers ~Figs. 4–6! the IM-SQRT model slightly
overestimates the intermolecular damping which again is due
to the fact that the IM-SQRT model is optimized to describe
damping at intramolecular bond distances. Furthermore, it is
observed that the SCF results predict that the interaction po-
larizability of the benzene and HF dimer parallel to the sepa-
ration axes become almost stationary around the equilibrium
distance. This behavior cannot be reproduced with the damp-
ing function employed here.
In spite of the chemical difference of the four dimers
studied some general trends are found for the interaction po-
larizability. The interaction polarizability of the dimers in-
creases in the direction along the axes connecting the mol-
ecules ~‘‘dimer axes’’! and decreases in the directions
perpendicular to the dimer axes, which is expected from Eqs.
~5! and ~6!. The mean polarizability is, however, almost un-
changed by the intermolecular interactions. That the isotropic
part of the polarizability is almost additive for a linear dimer
may be realized from Eqs. ~5! and ~6!. If a diatomic mol-
ecule, consisting of atoms p and q, is considered, the isotro-
pic part of the polarizability is a5 13(a i12a’), which be-
comes a5ap1aq if the short-range 1/r6 terms in the
denominator of Eqs. ~5! and ~6! are neglected. The agree-
ment between the IM-SQRT model and the SCF results is in
general reasonable over a wide range of intermolecular dis-
tances. The largest discrepancy is found at short distances for
the benzene dimer perpendicular to the separation axes ~see
Fig. 5!. This was expected due to the nonclassical effects
arising from perturbations of the p system in the benzene
dimer at short distances. At large intermolecular distances,
TABLE III. Polarizability of urea chains calculated using IM-SQRT ~in
a.u.!. N is the number of molecules in the chain. Y axes are along the chain,
X axes are perpendicular to the chain but in the plane and Z axes are per-
pendicular to the plane.
N axxa azza ayya a¯ a
1 39.68 22.09 38.23 33.33
2 76.69 ~23.4! 43.01 ~22.6! 84.03 ~9.9! 67.91 ~1.9!
4 149.97 ~25.5! 84.59 ~24.3! 179.51 ~17.4! 138.02 ~3.5!
6 223.03 ~26.3! 126.11 ~24.9! 276.10 ~20.4! 208.41 ~4.2!
8 296.03 ~26.7! 167.60 ~25.2! 372.97 ~21.9! 278.87 ~4.6!
10 369.01 ~27.0! 209.09 ~25.3! 469.94 ~22.9! 349.35 ~4.8!
15 551.42 ~27.4! 312.79 ~25.6! 712.55 ~24.3! 525.59 ~5.1!
20 733.81 ~27.5! 416.49 ~25.7! 955.27 ~24.9! 701.86 ~5.3!
30 1 098.55 ~27.7! 623.87 ~25.9! 1 440.79 ~25.6! 1 054.40 ~5.5!
50 1 828.01 ~27.9! 1038.63 ~26.0! 2 411.94 ~26.2! 1 759.53 ~5.6!
100 3 651.61 ~28.0! 2075.51 ~26.0! 4 839.99 ~26.6! 3 522.37 ~5.7!
200 7 298.78 ~28.0! 4149.26 ~26.1! 9 696.18 ~26.8! 7 048.07 ~5.7!
300 10 945.95 ~28.0! 6223.00 ~26.1! 14 552.39 ~26.9! 10 573.78 ~5.7!
aPercent deviation from additivity in parentheses.
FIG. 4. Interaction polarizability of the methane dimer in a.u. SCF results:
~1! a i and ~h! a’ . IM-SQRT results: ~—! a i and ~---! a’ . Vertical line
indicates equilibrium distance taken from Ref. 81.
FIG. 5. Interaction polarizability of the benzene dimer in a.u. SCF results:
~1! a i and ~L! a’ . IM-SQRT results: ~---! a i and ~—! a’ . Vertical line
indicates equilibrium distance taken from Ref. 82.
FIG. 6. Interaction polarizability of the urea dimer in a.u. SCF results: ~1!
a i , ~L! a’ in plane and ~h! a’ out of plane. IM-SQRT results: ~– – –! a i ,
~—! a’ in plane and ~---! a’ out of plane. Vertical line indicates equilibrium
distance taken from Ref. 61.
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the difference between the SCF results and the IM-SQRT
model becomes small. This indicates that the long-range in-
duced polarizability at the SCF level is well described in
terms of dipole-induced–dipole interactions in good agree-
ment with the result on the He dimer.63 The results for the
interaction polarizability of the HF dimer compare well with
that obtained from the equilibrium structure of the HF dimer
which is bent compared with the linear dimer structure
adopted here.64 Similar trends for the interaction polarizabil-
ity are also observed for the linear acetylene dimer,65 the
linear dimer of H2NO,66 the water dimer,67 the linear dimer
of urea,68 and parallel chains of polyacetylene oligomers.69
Also, since a similar behavior is observed for the second
hyperpolarizability65,69,70 this indicates a general scheme for
enhancing the ~hyper!polarizability of assemblies of mol-
ecules by aligning the molecules along the axes with the
largest polarizability. Furthermore, interactions between dif-
ferent chains should be minimized since these interactions
tend to lower the polarizability.69 However, further studies of
the interaction ~hyper!polarizability are needed in order de-
termine the usefulness of this type of alignment scheme.
B. Chain of urea molecules
The polarizability of chains of urea molecules with in-
creasing number of molecules in the chain and their devia-
tion from additivity are presented in Table III. The mean
polarizability, a¯ , is defined as a¯ 5 13(axx1ayy1azz). With
increasing number of molecules, we find that the polarizabil-
ity parallel to the chain increases more than expected from an
additive model and perpendicular to the chain it increases
less rapidly than an additive model. A significant deviation
from additivity is found for the tensor component along the
chain which amounts to around 25%. For the mean polariz-
ability, however, the largest deviation from additivity is
around 5%. These results are in good agreement with the ab
initio study of Perez and Dupuis 68 on urea dimers and trim-
ers. A chain length of around 100 molecules is needed before
the deviation from additivity becomes stationary. Since the
polarizability is converging slowly with respect to the num-
ber of molecules in the chain, extrapolation schemes are of-
ten employed to get the polarizability in the infinite limit.
However, the polarizability for infinitely long chains is de-
pendent on both the adopted extrapolation scheme and the
total number of entities.71
C. C60 clusters
For C60 , we have investigated the polarizability both for
one- and two-dimensional clusters. The results are presented
in Table IV and again the deviation from additivity is given
in parentheses. The polarizability components parallel to the
chain and in the plane of the film increase more rapidly with
the number of molecules than expected from an additive
model, whereas the components perpendicular to the chain
and out of the plane increase less rapidly than an additive
model. The deviation from additivity is larger for the chain
than for the film. It is around 50% along the chain and
around 215% perpendicular to the chain. In the case of the
two-dimensional cluster the relative deviations from additiv-
ity perpendicular to the plane and in the plane are nearly
identical but with different sign. The largest deviation from
additivity in the mean polarizability is around 8% both for
the chain and the film.
The mean polarizability of the isolated C60 molecule is
calculated to 77.5 Å3, which agrees well with the experimen-
tal result of 76.568 Å3 ~Ref. 72! and an accurate SCF result
of 75.1 Å3.73 In addition, good agreement is found between
the results of the largest two-dimensional cluster of 83.9 Å3
and experimental results on thin films where the results range
between 80.5 and 91.9 Å3.74–79 The experimental estimate of
the vibrational contribution to the polarizability is only about
2 Å3,79 indicating that our model gives reasonable results for
C60 clusters as compared to experiments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated an approach for mod-
eling the damping contribution in the dipole interaction
model. In contrast to the Thole model, the interaction tensors
in this approach remain traceless. The modification discussed
here also gives a significant improvement compared with the
models adopted in previous work, even though also hetero-
cyclic compounds have been included in the model. Al-
though the model can describe the frequency-dependent mo-
lecular polarizability with one parameter for each element
describing the frequency dependence, a significant improve-
ment is found by dividing the molecules into aliphatic, aro-
matic, and molecules containing the element B.
The interaction polarizability of four dimers has also
been studied. We find in general good agreement between the
model and the SCF results over a wide range of intermolecu-
TABLE IV. Polarizability of C60 calculated using IM-SQRT ~in a.u.!. N is the number of molecules in the
cluster.
N
One-dimensional cluster Two-dimensional cluster
a’
a a ia a¯ /Na a’a a ia a¯ /Na
1 522.62 522.62 522.62 fl fl fl
2 981.71 ~26.1! 1 231.67 ~17.8! 532.52 ~1.9! fl fl fl
3 1 434.69 ~28.5! 1 994.32 ~27.2! 540.41 ~3.4! fl fl fl
5 2 336.31 ~210.6! 3 568.27 ~36.6! 549.39 ~5.1! 2273.72 ~213.0! 2 919.66 ~11.7! 540.87 ~3.5!
7 3 236.09 ~211.5! 5 162.48 ~41.1! 554.03 ~6.0! fl fl fl
13 5 932.65 ~212.7! 9 971.86 ~46.8! 559.93 ~7.1! 5410.12 ~220.4! 8 118.21 ~19.5! 555.04 ~6.2!
25 11 323.15 ~213.3! 19 612.55 ~50.1! 563.45 ~7.8! 9879.24 ~224.4! 16 284.52 ~24.6! 565.98 ~8.3!
aPercent deviation from additivity in parentheses.
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lar distances. Polarizabilities of linear chains of urea mol-
ecules and one- and two-dimensional clusters of C60 mol-
ecules have also been calculated. The effects of neighboring
molecules on the polarizability anisotropy are substantial,
whereas the effects are smaller on the mean polarizability.
For the mean polarizability of C60 , we find good agreement
between the model and experiments both in the case of an
isolated molecule and a model of a thin film. The Cartesian
coordinates and quantum chemical molecular polarizability
tensors for the molecules in the training set can be found in
Ref. 83.
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